Knowledge about life and death.
What is our karma; the consequences,
the reactions .

Important Reasons for Life

Symbols + Sound + Role playing

Emotional knowledge....
Experience all Senses as the Way to
Freedom... How the Group
Consciousness should be
understood

Conscious Life
An Important Sense of Life

Human & Sacred Values

Human & Sacred Values

Our life is full of symbols which we
should take in on both spiritual and
worldly levels as well as conscious and
subconscious. We should understand
their different effects...

The Sacred Codex:
Psychoacoustic & Sound

The Secret Codex:

The Inner Sound

Psychoacoustic & Sound

Dohmengarten 2
52385 Nideggen

Symbolism
Our spaces around us are psychicaly active. They open and close mind and body
using Universal Laws. The deepest Philosophy should be consciously put together ...
John E. Holland-Laurentius

Telephone: 02427-9090158
0173-5489947
Fax:
02427 - 9055937
E-Mail: john@theinnesound.de
Eng lish

The Inner Sound

Inner Sound
Advisors
Week end Courses
The

Personal
development
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Conscious Life

Biography

What we offer....

John
HollandLaurentius
Born 1951 Manchester, GB.
Over 30 years lives in and around Köln
- Developed in the last 20 years is a
“Personal and Sacred” symbolism and geometry based on the ideas of the Secret Codex; .. This means space is intelligent through
its sacred resonances...as noetics or consciousness science....
- Workshops und visits to experience Sacred
Geometry + conscious resonances based on
Yoga and scientific findings
- Connection and Cooperative work with
Vivikananda Yoga, e.V. Bangalore.
- Member of: - Institute of Noetic Science Internat. Soc. for Energy Medicine. Internat. Congress about Medical Development.
- Astrology using a method derived from Alice
Bailey + scientific methods over the last 25
Years’ experience.

Sound massage....
Relax through personally composed, harmonizing
music to release those stressful blockages. 60
minutes

Astrology...

Horizons, Spaces and Sound
Relax from the exertion of special movement,
and sounds.
Accompanied by music and sounds... 60+
Minutes
Once a week, 10 sessions as a course.

as help to find your creative potential und emotional coordinated understanding. The Sacred geometrical Laws, which work through the effect of
space and its use around us. This will help us to
this goal.

Course charges...

Creative Management...

Sound Massage....

It is about our free spaces, both spiritual and
physical which influence our lives to open and
close our lives. With the 12 values and their spiritual understanding we should break out of our possible narrow possibilities .... Once a week for a
whole Semester (term).

Astrology...

45 Euro

first apptmt 75, next 50 Euro

Creative Management... Pro Term 180 Euro
Sacred Geometry + Da Vinci Code 25 Euro
... per part , per person
Meditation+ Mind, Consciousness 150 Euro

Sacred Geometry + Universal Values
Sacred Places and their values on the psyche.
Through hearing and seeing we can directly experience the old Secrets, instead of searching for
the Holy Grail in the rest of Europe.
We shall experience, using several of the sacred
places around here. There are also the Köln
churches further way or we can experiment with
sound on the “Museuminsel” Hombrioch, Neuss
or in nature the Rur-Eifel or in Schloss Türnich,
Kerpen. About 4 hours for each part

Meditation + Mind and Understanding ..
It is important to come quiet, but the result of understanding requires a balancing act with our creativity and personal shocks and questions. It is
personal but also fixed by a universal trick threaded
through our lives, coming from a Universal
Codex found in most traditions. 2 hours, once a
week, 10 sessions...

Horizons, Spaces and Sound
Group teaching
Individual teaching

150 Euro

15 Euro per hour
50 Euro for 60 minutes

The Inner Sound
Dohmengarten 2
52385 Nideggen-Abenden
Telephone: 02427-9090158 + 0173-5489947
E-Mail: john@theinnesound.de
www.theinnersound.de + www.johnholland.de
John Holland-Laurentius and
Beate Laurentius-Holland

